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Dear Reader

All the publications covered in this index were released by Indicator SA between 1982-1994. Our growing list of titles covers comprehensively the dramatic spectrum of social, political and economic issues facing the new South Africa.

Indicator SA is an independent publisher located in the Centre for Social and Development Studies at the University of Natal. We publish informed analysis by prominent commentators on contemporary national affairs. We reach a wide readership by producing easy-to-read publications which make available original research, data and in-depth commentary.

Indicator SA offers a unique information service to an influential subscriber base. Over the past decade, our publications have won national and international acclaim for providing astute, balanced coverage of change and conflict in South Africa.

Our publications are attractively presented, with illustrations, tables, text and easy reader summaries. All the single issues indexed here may be ordered from Indicator SA by direct mail at Indicator SA, University of Natal, King George V Ave, Durban 4001, or by fax on (031) 260 2359. An annual subscription service is also available, as well as various special offers (see insert).

We look forward to hearing from you soon

Karen Mac Gregor, Editor
**AFFIRMATIVE ACTION**


**AFRIKANER NATIONALISM** see also Political Right Wing


**AGRICULTURE** see also Farm Labour, Land Reform


 Data Base. Arable land, commercial and subsistence production, migrant and agricultural earnings.


**AIDS**

 Map Aids pandemic: Number of Aids cases reported to World Health Organisation. Vol5/No3, EM: 23.


 Data Base. Aids and HIV positive cases in SA; Breakdown by transmission category, ethnic group and sex.

 IPSA Data Base. Expected Aids cases in SA; Direct cost of Aids to SA.


**ANC**


 Data Base. What is the Marxist Workers' Tendency of the ANC?


 IPSA ANC Casualties on the frontline in the 1980s: Secret war in the shadows. Political Conflict in SA, IF: 100.
Overview of Political Conflict in SA, IF: 12.

Phyllis A. Down of ANC guerilla activity and targets.

Lawrence P. Out on the border: Botswana, Bophuthatswana and the ANC. Vo3/No1, RM: 10.

PISA Data Base. ANC guerilla infiltration routes in Southern Africa. Vo3/No1, RM: 11.


Zuma J. ANC NEC Chief of Intelligence, interviewed by Y Muthien. 'Between Brittle Constituencies.' Vo8/No2, PM: 14.

AZAPO/AZACTU

Bennett M. The rise and fall of the generals, or whatever happened to the National General Black Allied Workers Union of South Africa/Azania? Vo4/No2, IM: 89.

Desai B. Negotiations: The Unacceptable Compromise. Vo7/No3, PM: 11.


Moodley S. Avoiding the Reform Trap: Black Consciousness in the 1990s. Vo7/No3, PM: 17.

Ngwenya O. BC After Azactu & Nactu AD. Vo7/No3, IM: 77.


BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Alcock P. 'Water, water everywhere but not a drop to drink': WATSNU literature survey. Vo6/No1-2, RM: 64.


Data Base: Agencies in KwaZulu/Natal: A Domestic and Sanitation Directory.

IPSA Select bibliography on the Industrial Court. Vo2/No3, IM: 16.

IPSA Select bibliography on black advancement. Vo4/No3, IM: 73.

BLACK ADVANCEMENT


Meth C. Class formation, skill shortages and black advancement. Vo1/No3, IM: 9.

Mkhwanazi D. Consensus Management: Towards a Corporate Culture. Vo7/No1, IM: 83.

Mkhwanazi D. Corporate Outsiders: Coming On Board. Vo9/No2, IM: 76.

Nzimande B. The darker side of black advancement: Myths and realities. Vo4/No1, IM: 105.

BLACK LOCAL AUTHORITIES


IPSA Chronology. Fifty years of African local government.

IPSA Data Base. BLA elections in Durban.

IPSA Diagram. Black Local Authorities: A typical township structure.


IPSA Data Base. Black Local Authority results (26/10/88).


IPSA Bla-bla black sheep, have you any votes?: African city, town and village council elections. Vo5/No4, UM: 56.


Lear E. Is it too late for black local authorities? Servicing the Nation, IF: 31.
Manona C  The frontier legacy. Vol5/No4, UM: 59.
Shubane K  Black Local Authority polls revisited. Vol6/No1-2, PM: 12.

BOOK REVIEWS


BOPHUTHATSWANA

   Data Trends. States of independence: Comparative data on TBVC homelands.
   IPSA Data Base. Population, land, agriculture, employment and labour, income and expenditure, manufacturing and infrastructure.

BOTSWANA


BOYCOTTS  see also Bus, Consumer, Rent Boycotts, Stayaways


BUDGET  see Economy, Economic Outlook

BUSINESS LOBBY  see also Employer Associations

   IPSA Data Base. Scope for bilateralism: issues for negotiations between capital and labour. IM: 73.
   IPSA Data Base. Post-LRA demands and concessions.
Ball C  The business of reform: Strategic planning and national goals. Vol2/No4, POS: 4.
Ironside R J A viewpoint on socio-political and community influences in the economy. Vol1/No1, EM: 12.

BUS BOYCOTTS
IPSA Transport boycotts in the 1980s. Political Conflict in SA, IF: 144.
Nzimande T To walk or not to walk: Three bus boycotts. Vol1/No1, UIM: 11.

CAPITALISM
Moll T Why the free enterprise call is a fake. Vol1/No3, EM: 15.
O'Dowd M Mr Biy and Mr Small. Vol5/No1, EM: 32.

CARNÉGIE ENQUIRY
Wilson F Sharing the state pantry. Vol6/No4, EM: 35.

CHANGE see Reform

CHURCH

CISKEI

IPSA Data Base: Population, land, employment and income, revenue, health and education.
Manona C The big lip of Sebe has fallen. Vol8/No1, PM: 14.
Seneque G White farmers and Ciskei consolidation. Vol1/No1, RM: 3.

IPSA Data Base: Background to consolidation and the Ciskei. Ibid: 5.
CIVIC ASSOCIATIONS/ISSUES


IPSA Data Base. Interim Arrangements between State and Civics.


Mayekiso M Cast President, interviewed by P Singh. 'Last Stop for the Metro.' Vol8/No3, PM: 21.


Zulu P From Trustees to Partners: A corporate/community accord. Vol9/No1, PM: 15.

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING


IPSA Data Base. Scope for bilateralism: Issues for ad hoc and regular negotiations between federations.

IPSA Data Base. Post-LRA demands and concessions.


IPSA Data Base. White worker disaffection with Wiehahn.


IPSA WOCs and the two tier bargaining system. Vol2/No2, IM: 12.


IPSA Data Base. Registered and unregistered union membership; Industrial Council agreements; Industrial Court cases; Conciliation Board cases; 1978 - 1985.


IPSA Data Base. Saccola: From ILO to internal LRA negotiations.


Pennington S Collective bargaining: Management's role and responsibility. Vol2/No1, IM: 3.


Schreiner G The SACCOLA Debates: At the Crossroads ...? Vol7/No2, IM: 77.


COMMISSIONS see De Lange Commission, etc.

CONFERENCES


IPSA Organising the 'peasantariat': Wits conference review. Vol4/No4, RM: 78.


CONSERVATIVE PARTY see Political Right Wing

Mulder C The Soul of the White ...: Negotiables and Non-negotiables. Vol7/No4, PM: 16.

IPSA Data Base. Breakdown of votes by party; breakdown of votes by province; breakdown of votes by selected region; marginal seats with a majority under 1000.

CONSTITUTION see also Indaba, Political Reform

Magyar K South Africa’s Indian community and the new constitution. Vol2/No2, PM: 12.
Mansfield P Back to the drawing board? Servicing the Nation, IF: 59.
Nattrass J The proposed constitutional change and the economy. Vol1/No1, EM: 3.
Schlemmer L Analysing change in South Africa. Vol1/No1 PM: 3.
Schlemmer L African political rights: Parts I & II. Vol2/No3, PM: 1; Vol2/No4, PM: 1.

CONSUMER BOYCOTTS see also Unrest


COOPERATIVES

IPSA Data Base. What is a self-managed firm?

COSATU see also Trade Unions

Bennett M Cosatu’s two constituencies. Vol5/No1, IM: 75.
Segal S Chartering a course: Cosatu, the MDM and Saccola. Vol6/No4, IM: 68.

COURTS see also Unrest Chronologies

DECENTRALISATION/DEVOLUTION
Cameron R Devolution without power. Servicing the Nation, IF: 36.
Gildenhuys J S H The broadening of autocracy. Servicing the Nation, IF: 51.
Nattrass J Regional development, industrial deconcentration and inflation. Vol1/No2, EM: 3.

DEFENCE see also Police Reform, Riot Control

DEFIANCE CAMPAIGN see Extra-parliamentary Opposition, Unrest, etc.

DE LANGE COMMISSION

DEMOGRAPHY see Population

DETENTIONS see Unrest Chronologies/Costs

DEVELOPMENT see also Homelands
Cross C, F de Beer, P Stewart and L Cornwall The Fall of Centralism?: Popular Mobilisation for Post-Apartheid Development. Vol7/No3, RM: 47.
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Nattrass J  Regional development, industrial deconcentration and inflation. Vol1/No2, EM: 3.

Nattrass J  South Africa’s status in the international development stakes. Vol1/No3, EM: 3.


DISINVESTMENT  see also  Sanctions


DROUGHT


EASTERN CAPE  see also  Ciskei, Transkei


Manona C  The frontier legacy. Vol5/No4, UM: 59.


ECONOMY  see also  Recession, Redistribution, Productivity, etc.


INDICATOR SA Index 1994
IPSAD Data Base. Main features of 1989/90 budget.

ECONOMIC INDICATORS

Volumes 1 and 2 of Indicator SA EM include graphs on employment, average monthly wages, African unemployment, GDP, production capacity, private consumption expenditure.

ECONOMIC OUTLOOK


ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION

Beukes E The Limits to Growth Revisited. Transforming the Economy, IF: 173.
Calitz E The Limits to Public Expenditure. Transforming the Economy, IF: 77.
Donaldson A Restructuring the Social Services. Transforming the Economy, IF: 155.
Fourie F Quest for Economic Justice. Transforming the Economy, IF: 49.
Harris L Nationaization and the Mixed Economy. Transforming the Economy, IF: 35.

Volumes 1 to 11


Roux A Regional Options for Equity and Efficiency. *Transforming the Economy*, IF: 211.


EDUCATIONAL CONFLICT see *School Boycotts, Unrest Chronologies*

EDUCATIONAL DESEGREGATION


IPSAD Data Base. Education expenditure by race group 1986/89.


IPSAD Data Base. On residential and education segregation; on residential and education integration; on educational policy options.


IPSAD Per capita expenditure on pupils of all races. Vol2/No3, UM: 11.


EDUCATIONAL INEQUALITIES


IPSAD Data Base. Educational Statistics.


IPSAD Data Base. A broad subject breakdown of non-departmental in-service education and training (Inset) programmes in South Africa.


IPSAD Data Base. Number of classrooms & Pupil population; Percentage repeaters in rural primary & secondary schools in SA 1986.


IPSAD Data Base. Closing the gap: Towards parity in education and health.
EDUCATIONAL ISSUES  see also Matriculation Results, School Boycotts

  IPSA Data Base. Pre-primary needs and provision in South Africa.
Bot M  The skills shortage and technical training. Vol5/No3, UM: 42.
  IPSA Data Base. The provision of technical education by race group; The geographical spread of technicons (1987); The geographical spread of technical colleges (1987).
Hartshorne K  Taming the Young Lions. Vol9/No4, UM: 81.
Herman H D  Quantity and quality in coloured education. Vol2/No4, UM: 15.
Ramsden N  A Fresh Start. Vol9/No1, UM: 68.
Wits Education Policy Unit  Competing Strategies: The NP and NEPI Options. Vol10/No2, UM: 49.

ELECTIONS  see also Local Government, Political Right Wing

Breytenbach W  Election signals ... All right, all white, alright? Vol4/No4, PM: 18.
  IPSA Data Base. Breakdown of votes by party; by province; by selected region; marginal seats.
Schlemmer L  South Africa after the referendum. Vol1/No3, PM: 3.
  IPSA Data Base. Average voter turnout: General elections 1948/81; pre-election NP support.

Volumes 1 to 11
EMERGENCY REGULATIONS  see Media, Unrest Chronologies/Costs

EMPLOYER ASSOCIATIONS  see also Business Lobby

IPSA Data Base. Employer associations in developing African nations.
Ironside R J  A viewpoint on socio-political and community influences in the economy. Vol1/No1, EM: 12.
Zulu P  From Trustees to Partners: A corporate/community accord. Vol9/No1, PM: 15.

EMPLOYMENT  see also Unemployment, Wages, etc.

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Coetzee B and C Davies  Solutions to Pulp Pollution. Rotating the Cube, IF: 95.
Corbett B  Development for People and the Planet. Rotating the Cube, IF: 105.
Diab R  Where has all the Ozone Gone? Rotating the Cube, IF: 33.
Diab R  Acid Rain, Global Greenhouse. Rotating the Cube, IF: 53.
Diab R  Power Struggles over Energy Resources. Rotating the Cube, IF: 64.
Forbes A  The Case Against Dune Mining. Rotating the Cube, IF: 89.
Howe G  Sing(e)ing in the Rain. Rotating the Cube, IF: 56.
Huntley B  Conclusion: Rotating the Cube. Rotating the Cube, IF: 111.
MacPherson R  The Case For Dune Mining. Rotating the Cube, IF: 85.
Oxenham P and A Eberhard  Fuelling the Crisis. Rotating the Cube, IF: 61.
Player I  One Earth. Rotating the Cube, IF: 5.

INDICATOR SA Index 1994
Preston-Whyte R The Environmental Rubic Cube. Rotating the Cube, IF: 8.
Preston-Whyte R Cleaning up our Act. Rotating the Cube, IF: 46.
Rawlins B The Age of the Aquifer. Rotating the Cube, IF: 18.
Simpson D Water Pollution: The Drowning Pool. Rotating the Cube, IF: 25.

ETHNICITY/NATIONALISM

EXTRA-PARLIAMENTARY OPPOSITION
Howe G The politics of non-collaboration. Vol2/No4, PM: 15.
Segal S Chartering a course: Cosatu, the MDM and Saccola. Vol6/No4, IM: 68.


**FARM LABOUR**


IPSAD Data Base. The Natal Agricultural Union on Labour Reforms.


Nicholson C Q: When is a farm not a farm? A: When it is a factory. Case study. Vol2/No3, IM: 12.


Van Rhynveled P The crop and the dop: Farm life in the Western Cape. Vol4/No2, RM: 73.

**FLOODS**

Cross C God said a fire not a flood next time. Vol5/No3, RM: 53.


IPSAD Data Base. Funds for the Natal flood disaster.


**FOREIGN DEBT/TRADE** see also *Economy*


IPSAD Data Base. Import penetration ratios; export shares in total exports; export shares in manufactured exports; exports as a proportion of total production.

Holden M The High Road to Trade Reform. Vol10/No1, EM: 25.


**FOREIGN POLICY** see also *International Relations, Frontline States, Sanctions*


Bossen G Western Europe and South Africa: The need for consistent foreign policies. Vol2/No4, POS: 16.


**FRONTLINE STATES** see also *Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia*, etc.


Booth D and G Booth Distorted Images: Al Venter's Africa Revisited. Vol7/No4, UM: 49.


IPSAD Data Base. Building or breaking barriers: Economic treaties in Southern Africa.


INDICATOR SA Index 1994
Pottinger K  Destabilisation or propaganda: The great frontline states debate. Vol1/No1, PM: 19.
Rotberg R  The demise of constructive engagement. Vol1/No3, PM: 12.
IPSA Data Base. Regional reduction in labour supplies to SA, 1975 - 1983.

GAZANKULU
IPSA Data Base. Population, land, employment and income, revenue, health and education.

GENERAL/OWN AFFAIRS  see Constitution, Elections, Political Reform

GROUP AREAS
Bernstein A  Free Settlement Or Free Cities? Opening the Cities, IF: 56.
Bernstein A and J McCarthy  Opening the Cities: Comparative Perspectives on Desegregation. IF: October, 1990.
Bernstein A and J McCarthy  Opening the Door. Opening the Cities, IF: 5.
Schlemmer L and L Stack  Ethnocentric Symbols: Attitudes To Group Areas Reforms. Opening the Cities, IF: 43.

GST  see Taxation

HEALTH AND WELFARE  see also Aids, Industrial Health and Safety
IPSA Data Base. Medicinal plant species and supply sources.
IPSA  Cholera .... the epidemic that won’t just go away. Sample Issue, RM: 13.
IPSA  Polio and cholera epidemics. Vol1/No1, RM: 11.
IPSA  Health Indicators. Sample Issue, RM: 12.
IPSA Data Base. South Africa’s rural/urban divide: Health, infant, hospital data by population.
McDonald F Resisting retrenchment: Codes to cut labour’s losses. Vol4/No4, IM: 91
Nicholson C Q: When is a farm not a farm? A: When it is a factory. Case Study. Vol2/No3, IM: 12.

INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

IPSA Data Base. Injury/fatality rates on coal and gold mines.
Colvin M Medical aid under the microscope. Vol6/No3, IM: 84.
IPSA Data Base. 100% Scheme: Black member with 3 dependents; comparison of outpatient tariffs (provincial) for a family of five.
Colvin M Occupational Hazards. Vol9/No1, IM: 83.
Data Base. Health and Safety in the Chemical Sector: 75.
IPSA Data Base. Recent industrial health and safety agreements.
Loker C The Green Industrial Revolution. Vol8/No1, IM: 87
IPSA Data Base. Legislative proposals: Occupational medicine and occupational disease bill; Compensation for occupational disease bill.

INDUSTRIAL LEGISLATION see also Collective Bargaining

Albertyn C Retrenchment and the law. Vol1/No1, UIM: 25.
Albertyn C The impending amending of the LRA. Vol4/No3. IM: 78.
Albertyn C Labour’s inlaws and outlaws. Vol5/No1, PM: 12.
IPSA Data Base. The pre-Wiehahn legacy: Labour legislation in the homelands.
Jowell K Basement Bargains versus Central Deals: Will Industrial Councils Survive the 1990s? Vol7/No1, IM: 75.
IPSA Data Base. Saccola: From ILO to internal LRA negotiations.
Nupen C Making amends for the LRA. Vol5/No4, IM: 76.
IPSA Data Base. Conflict Chronology: The LRA Saga.
IPSA Data Base. The Labour Relations Amendment Act.
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS  see also Collective Bargaining, Trade Unions, Strikes

Fick M  A survey of attitudes to labour relations and labour mobility in South Africa. Vol1/No1, UIM: 30.
Godfrey S  Cutting the Cloth to Fit the Coat. Vol9/No1, IM: 77.
Macun I  The Limits to Labour Reform. Vol9/No4, IM: 95.
Schlemmer L  An orientation to industrial relations in South Africa. IF: May 1983.
Schreiner G  The Saccola Debates: At the Crossroads...? Vol7/No2, IM: 77.
Segal S  Chartering a course: Cosatu, the MDM and Saccola. Vol6/No4, IM: 68.
Thompson C  The NMC and SCN Initiatives: The Saga Continues ... Vol7/No4, IM: 69.

INFLUX CONTROL

IPSA Data Base. Section 10 reform: Starting from the inside outwards.
Cilliers S P  The demise of the dompas: From influx control to orderly urbanisation. Vol4/No1, UM: 95.
IPSA Data Base. The legislative programme: The repeal of influx control.
Elias C  Reform or transformation? Dismantling the Department of Co-operation and Development. Vol4/No2, UM: 59.
IPSA Data Base. White administration of African affairs; recent legislation and new portfolios.
IPSA  Legislation affecting squatters. Vol2/No2, UM: 7
Nicholson C  Section 29: Landmark judgement on 'idle blacks'. Vol1/No2, UM: 3.
Piper S  The Rikhoto judgement: Is family life a right or a privilege? Vol1/No2, UM: 5.

INFORMAL SECTOR  see also Small Business

Booth D  Street carwashers: Challenging the myth of the 'social pest'. Vol4/No3, UM: 47.
Cross C Informal lending: Do-it-yourself credit for black rural areas. Vol4/No3, RM: 87.

De Kock R The garbage scavengers: Pickin' up the pieces. Vol4/No3, UM: 51.


Manning C Sizing up the Informal Sector. Vol7/No1, EM: 35.


Ardfington L In the Land of Canaan. Vol9/No3, RM: 47.


Fourie C Administering shack settlements: Squatter problems with regional services councils. Servicing the Nation, IF: 44.


Mare G Last chance, limited option, or no go? New Frontiers, IF: 18.

INKATHA see also Indaba, KwaZulu, Natal Conflict


Buthelezi M Chief Minister of KwaZulu, interviewed by Y Muthien. 'Which Way to Parliament?' Vol8/No2, PM: 10.

Dhlomo O 'The 'Indabas' & 'Outsiders'. New Frontiers, IF: 42.
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INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS  see also Foreign Policy, Sanctions

Adam H World's Apart: North and South in One State. Vol10/No1, PM: 5.
Du Toit A South Africa and Great Britain: Where do we stand. Vol2/No1, PM: 15.
Giliomee H The uneasy relationship: South Africa and the West. Vol1/No1, PM: 15.
Giliomee H Tightening the sanctions screw: South Africa vs the West. Vol4/No1, PM: 9.
Nel P The new export: Perestroika and Negotiated Settlements. Vol7/No1, PM: 7
Rotberg R with introduction by H Giliomee. South Africa’s relationship with the West: Facing up to new perceptions and realities. Vol1/No3, PM: 10.

KWANDEBELE

IPSA Data Base. Population, land, agriculture, employment and labour, income and expenditure, manufacturing and infrastructure.

KANGWANE

Cadman V KaNgwane: Struggling with resettlement. Vol4/No1, RM: 64.
IPSA Data Base. Population, land, employment and income, revenue, health and education.

KWAZULU see also Indaba, Natal Conflict

Bennett M Uwusa: Tied to the last outpost. Vol5/No3, IM: 75.
Buthelezi M Chief Minister of KwaZulu, interviewed by Y Muthien. 'Which Way to Parliament?' Vol8/No2, PM: 10.
Conco S Uwusa General Secretary, interviewed by M Bennett. Conco on Uwusa and Inkatha. Vol4/No1, IM: 115.
Fourie C Administering shack settlements. Servicing the Nation, IF: 44.
IPSA Data Base. Population, land, agriculture, employment and labour, income and expenditure, manufacturing and infrastructure.
Mansfield P Back to the drawing board. Servicing the Nation, IF: 59.

Volumes 1 to 11

LABOUR DISPUTES see Strikes, Unrest

LABOUR RELATIONS ACT see Industrial Legislation

LAND REFORM
IPSA The 'Reality' debates: Leasehold, freehold or synthesis? Vol4/No4, RM: 72.
IPSA Organising the 'peasantariate': Wits conference review. Vol4/No4, RM: 78.
Marcus T Comparative Perspectives on Land Reform. Vol11/No1, DM: 44.
Marcus T Palace Coup on Land Reform. Vol8/No4, RM: 49.

LEBOWA
IPSA Data Base. Population, land, employment and income, revenue, health and education.

LESOTHO

LITERATURE/LANGUAGE
Adam H Reflections on Gordimer's 'Interregnum'. Vol1/No3, PM: 14.
Meer F Mandela: The Man Behind the Myth. Vol7/No1, PM: 19
Morphet T In defence of the novelist. A refutation of Heribert Adam's concept of the 'literary fallacy'.
Vol2/No4, POS: 10.
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